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Yeah, reviewing a book Summer Breeze Nancy Thayer could grow your near links listings. This is
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Comprehending as without difficulty as conformity even more than extra will find the money for
each success. next to, the proclamation as capably as acuteness of this Summer Breeze Nancy
Thayer can be taken as well as picked to act.
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My Dearest Friend Mar 20 2022 Now available
for the first time as an eBook, this luminescent
novel by New York Times bestselling author
Nancy Thayer enthralls with a story of difficult
choices, complicated loves, and hard-won
triumphs. At the age of forty-six, Daphne Miller
is a first-time homeowner, a divorced college
administrator whose daughter has moved in with
her father. On a dirt road in the green mountains
of southern Vermont, Daphne has at last found a
home of her own. It may be tiny, but the rustic
cottage is hers, and she’s determined to make it
perfect. Just down the lane, Jack Hamilton and
his young family move in. The newly appointed
English professor Jack has long dreamed of
teaching at his prestigious alma mater, but his
wife Carey Ann is terribly unhappy in rural New
England. As Daphne takes Carey Ann under her
wing, Jack suppresses his growing attraction for
his new neighbor and the two become friends.
But for Daphne, this increasingly complex
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

friendship brings back the painful memories of a
previous betrayal. Now at an unexpected
crossroads, Daphne must let go of the woman
she has become—and reach out for the woman
she longs to be. Includes a captivating preview
of Nancy Thayer’s upcoming novel Nantucket
Sisters! Praise for the novels of Nancy Thayer
“The queen of beach books.”—The Star-Ledger
“Thayer has a deep and masterly understanding
of love and friendship, of where the two
complement and where they collide.”—Elin
Hilderbrand “Thayer’s gift for reaching the
emotional core of her characters [is]
captivating.”—Houston Chronicle “One of my
favorite writers.”—Susan Wiggs “Thayer
portrays beautifully the small moments, inside
stories and shared histories that build
families.”—The Miami Herald “Thayer’s sense of
place is powerful, and her words are hung
together the way my grandmother used to tat
lace.”—Dorothea Benton Frank
Spirit Lost Jun 11 2021 New York Times
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bestselling author Nancy Thayer tells the
haunting story of a passionate marriage
endangered by the restless spirit of a sea
captain’s widow. Now available for the first time
as an eBook! John and Wilhelmina Constable
uproot their lives in Boston so John can pursue
his lifelong dream of becoming an artist. After
settling into a beautiful Victorian home on
Nantucket, John finds inspiration in the island
light that illuminates his attic studio and Willy
relaxes happily into the slower pace of seaside
life. Painting alone one stormy night, John is
startled by the sight of a beautiful ghost. When
he admits to his wife what he thinks he’s seen,
Willy tries to remain rational and understanding.
But all reason disappears as her husband grows
steadily more obsessed with the striking,
troubled specter who reveals herself only to
John—and who seems determined to claim him
as her own. Now Willy must draw on the
strength of her love to save their marriage . . .
and perhaps their lives. Includes a captivating
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

preview of Nancy Thayer’s upcoming novel
Nantucket Sisters! Praise for the novels of
Nancy Thayer “The queen of beach books.”—The
Star-Ledger “Thayer has a deep and masterly
understanding of love and friendship, of where
the two complement and where they
collide.”—Elin Hilderbrand “Thayer’s gift for
reaching the emotional core of her characters
[is] captivating.”—Houston Chronicle “One of my
favorite writers.”—Susan Wiggs “Thayer
portrays beautifully the small moments, inside
stories and shared histories that build
families.”—The Miami Herald “Thayer’s sense of
place is powerful, and her words are hung
together the way my grandmother used to tat
lace.”—Dorothea Benton Frank
Beachcombers Dec 17 2021 New York Times
bestseller Nancy Thayer tells the compelling
story of a bittersweet reunion set over one
exhilarating Nantucket summer. Perfect for
readers of Santa Montefiore and Barbara
Delinsky. Jet-setting Abbie Fox hasn't seen her
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family for almost two years. But when her sister
Lily starts sending urgent emails begging her to
come home, she knows it's time to return.
Devastated by the loss of her job and break-up
with her fiancé, their sister Emma has taken to
her bed, with little sign of progress. To make
matters worse, Lily has concerns that the
glamorous woman renting their guesthouse has
her sights set on their widowed father... The
sisters' lives soon grow as turbulent as the
waters surrounding their Nantucket home. And
as they strive to pick up the pieces around them,
each will undergo transformations that surprise
even themselves...
The Nancy Thayer Summer Collection Jul 24
2022 Indulge in three captivating Nantucket
summer reads by New York Times bestselling
author Nancy Thayer in this exclusive digital
collection. Heat Wave: Carley Winsted never
expected her world could change so much in just
one moment. Now, after her husband's sudden
death, she is bravely putting her life back
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

together. Determined to keep her daughters in
their beloved Nantucket home, she transforms
their house into a bed and breakfast. But not
everyone is supportive - least of all her motherin-law. And when a friend convinces Carley to
keep a secret that, if revealed, could shatter the
lives of those around her, will the pressure
become too much? Summer Breeze: Thirty-yearold Morgan O'Keefe loves many things about
raising her young son at home, but longs to go
back to her career as a scientist. Artist Natalie
Reynolds is thrilled to escape New York for a
house-sitting job - especially when a handsome
neighbour turns out to be her unexpected
rescuer... Bella Barnaby must return home to
support her family while her mother recovers
from an accident, all the while harbouring longheld dreams of her own. Three women - each at
their own crossroads - and as their paths
intertwine, it's clear Dragonfly Lake has much in
store this summer... Island Girls: When charming
ladies' man Rory Randall dies, he leaves one last
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trick behind. If his three daughters - from three
marriages - hope to inherit their Nantucket
family home, they must spend a summer living in
it...together. As the three women discover
newfound sisterhood, there are challenges to
come. And when a visitor drops by to deliver
shocking news, the past comes back with a
vengeance. Can the Randall sisters finally learn
to forgive, and move on once and for all?
Liebe und andere Notlügen Mar 28 2020 Nie
war Rache süßer - beste Unterhaltung mit
Bestseller-Autorin Mary Kay Andrews Mary Bliss
ist fassungslos, als sie eine Nachricht ihres
Ehemanns Parker findet: Er will sie und ihre
gemeinsame Tochter Erin nicht nur verlassen, er
hat auch die Konten leergeräumt. Um ihr
Gesicht zu wahren, lässt sich Mary zu einer
winzigen Notlüge hinreißen: Sie erzählt den
Nachbarn, dass Parker bloß auf Dienstreise sei.
Aber ganz so leicht will Mary ihren untreuen
Ehemann nicht davonkommen lassen. Sie
beschließt, seine Lebensversicherung
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

abzuräumen. Das kleine Hindernis, dass Parker
quicklebendig ist, sollte sich ja überwinden
lassen. Doch plötzlich taucht der attraktive
Privatdetektiv Matt auf, der Parker aufspüren
soll ...
Ein Ja im Sommer Sep 21 2019 SAGST DU JA
ZUM SOMMER? ***Kein Sommer ohne Andrews:
Der neue Roman der amerikanischen ErfolgsAutorin.*** Cara versucht Fuß auf dem
Heiratsmarkt zu fassen. Natürlich nur beruflich.
Als Floristin entwirft sie romantische
Blumenarrangements für den großen Tag. Privat
glaubt Cara schon lange nicht mehr an die
Liebe, und mit ihrem Ehemann ist es aus. In
ihrem Leben läuft es wirklich alles andere als
rund: Ihr Assistent will lieber für die Konkurrenz
arbeiten, ihr strenger Vater fordert sein Geld
zurück, und ein Hundedieb hat es auf ihren
Vierbeiner abgesehen. Warum nur sieht der Kerl
so unverschämt gut aus? Sommerflair, Blumen
und viele Hochzeiten – zurücklehnen und einfach
genießen.
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A Nantucket Christmas May 10 2021 Known
for her heartwarming observations of family life,
New York Times bestselling author Nancy
Thayer showcases her beloved Nantucket’s
snowy off-season in this emotionally gratifying
and utterly entertaining story. Holidays on this
Massachusetts island are nothing short of
magical, and the season’s wonderful traditions
are much loved by Nicole Somerset, new to
Nantucket and recently married to a handsome
former attorney. Their home is already full of
enticing scents of pine, baking spices, and
homemade pie. But the warm, festive mood is
soon tempered by Nicole’s chilly stepdaughter,
Kennedy, who arrives without a hint of holiday
spirit. Determined to keep her stepmother at
arm’s length—or, better yet, out of the picture
altogether—Kennedy schemes to sabotage
Nicole’s holiday preparations. Nicole, however,
is not about to let anyone or anything tarnish her
first Christmas with her new husband. Nancy
Thayer’s wonderful tale reminds us that this is
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

the season of miracles. Before the gifts are
unwrapped, surprise visitors appear, and holiday
joy comes to all, both naughty and nice. Praise
for A Nantucket Christmas “Thayer’s Christmas
story is as sweet and warm as a fresh-baked
cookie. . . . heart-twisting moments and a
yuletide miracle will get readers in the holiday
mood.”—RT Book Reviews “Thayer gives readers
of women’s fiction another enjoyable foray to
Nantucket.”—Library Journal
An Island Christmas Apr 09 2021 In this
enchanting holiday novel from New York Times
bestselling author Nancy Thayer, family and
friends gather on Nantucket for a gorgeous
winter wedding with plenty of merry surprises in
store. As Christmas draws near, Felicia returns
to her family’s home on the island to marry her
adventurous, rugged boyfriend, Archie. Every
detail is picture-perfect for a dream wedding:
the snow-dusted streets, twinkling lights in the
windows, a gorgeous red and white satin dress.
Except a lavish ceremony is not Felicia’s dream
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at all; it’s what her mother, Jilly, wants. Jilly’s
also worried that her daughter’s life with
daredevil Archie will be all hiking and skydiving.
Wondering if their handsome neighbor Steven
Hardy might be a more suitable son-in-law, Jilly
embarks on a secret matchmaking campaign for
Felicia and the dashing stockbroker. As the big
day approaches and Jilly’s older daughter,
Lauren, appears with rambunctious kids in tow,
tensions in the household are high. With the
family careening toward a Yuletide wedding
disaster, an unexpected twist in Nancy Thayer’s
heartwarming tale reminds everyone about the
true meaning of the season. Praise for An Island
Christmas “A wonderful contemporary novel
with lovable, sweet characters . . . [Nancy]
Thayer weaves a magical Christmas story with
the description of the island and its history
without being over the top.”—RT Book Reviews
“For fans of domestic fiction, Thayer vividly
depicts the joys and frustrations of family life
against the beautiful Nantucket
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

backdrop.”—Library Journal “Filled with the
quintessential chaos of a family full of characters
and unexpected scenarios that keep you on your
toes, you’ll love curling up with this holiday
novel that reminds you what the season truly
celebrates.”—Spa Week Daily
The Guest Cottage Aug 25 2022 New York Times
bestselling author Nancy Thayer whisks readers
back to the beloved island of Nantucket in this
delightful novel about two single parents who
accidentally rent the same summer house—and
must soon decide where their hearts truly lie.
Sensible thirty-six-year-old Sophie Anderson has
always known what to do. She knows her role in
life: supportive wife of a successful architect and
calm, capable mother of two. But on a warm
summer night, as the house grows quiet around
her and her children fall asleep, she wonders
what’s missing from her life. When her husband
echoes that lonely question, announcing that
he’s leaving her for another woman, Sophie
realizes she has no idea what’s next. Impulsively
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renting a guest cottage on Nantucket from her
friend Susie Swenson, Sophie rounds up her
kids, Jonah and Lacey, and leaves Boston for a
quiet family vacation, minus one. Also minus one
is Trevor Black, a software entrepreneur who
has recently lost his wife. Trevor is the last
person to imagine himself, age thirty and on his
own, raising a little boy like Leo—smart and
sweet, but grappling constantly with his
mother’s death, growing more and more closed
off. Hoping a quiet summer on the Nantucket
coast will help him reconnect with Leo, Trevor
rents a guest house on the beautiful island from
his friend Ivan Swenson. Best-laid plans run
awry when Sophie and Trevor realize they’ve
mistakenly rented the same house. Still,
determined to make this a summer their kids will
always remember, the two agree to share the
Swensons’ Nantucket house. But as the summer
unfolds and the families grow close, Sophie and
Trevor must ask themselves if the guest cottage
is all they want to share. Inspiring and true to
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

life, The Guest Cottage is Nancy Thayer at her
finest, inscribing in graceful, knowing prose
matters of the heart and the meaning of family.
Praise for The Guest Cottage “[The Guest
Cottage] will make readers want to hop on the
next ferry to seek out their own dreams and
romance.”—Laurie Higgins, Cape Cod Times “[A]
delightful beach read.”—InStyle Praise for
Nancy Thayer Nantucket Sisters “Thayer
obviously knows her Nantucket, and the strong
sense of place makes this the perfect escapist
book for the summer, particularly for fans of Elin
Hilderbrand.”—Booklist “Thayer keeps readers
on the edge of their seats with her dramatic
story spanning the girls’ childhood to adulthood.
This wonderful beach read packs a
punch.”—Library Journal Island Girls “[A] book
to be savored and passed on to the good women
in your life.”—Susan Wiggs “Full of emotion and
just plain fun, this novel is
delightful.”—Romance Reviews Today Summer
Breeze “Nancy Thayer is the queen of beach
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books. . . . All [these characters] are involved in
life-changing choices, with all the heartwrenching decisions such moments
demand.”—The Star-Ledger “An entertaining
and lively read that is perfect for summer
reading indulgence.”—Wichita Falls Times
Record News
Bodies and Souls Oct 03 2020 In this fast,
steamy novel by New York Times bestselling
author Nancy Thayer, residents of a seemingly
picture perfect New England town struggle to
hide their shocking secrets . . . until they can no
longer. Now available for the first time as an
eBook! From his position behind the pulpit,
Reverend Peter Taylor has a unique view of his
affluent congregants. By and large, they appear
respectable and morally upstanding, but they
have their share of troubles—and perhaps even
more than their share of sins. Liza Howard is a
notorious Jezebel who seduces young and old
alike, and who now has her sights set on Judy
Bennett’s son, despite his engagement.
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

Meanwhile, Judy hides her own family secrets
behind her relentless judgment of others. Widow
Suzanna Blair’s newly found passion for her
female professor has her questioning the life
she’s always known. And Peter Taylor himself
struggles with faith and lust despite an eighteenyear marriage. As their turbulent lives and their
scandalous stories intersect, one thing is certain:
small town secrets never remain hidden for long.
Includes a captivating preview of Nancy
Thayer’s upcoming novel Nantucket Sisters!
Praise for the novels of Nancy Thayer “The
queen of beach books.”—The Star-Ledger
“Thayer has a deep and masterly understanding
of love and friendship, of where the two
complement and where they collide.”—Elin
Hilderbrand “Thayer’s gift for reaching the
emotional core of her characters [is]
captivating.”—Houston Chronicle “One of my
favorite writers.”—Susan Wiggs “Thayer
portrays beautifully the small moments, inside
stories and shared histories that build
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families.”—The Miami Herald “Thayer’s sense of
place is powerful, and her words are hung
together the way my grandmother used to tat
lace.”—Dorothea Benton Frank
Christmas Shopaholic Dec 05 2020 Becky
Brandon, geborene Bloomwood, ist ins
beschauliche Letherby gezogen. Weihnachten
steht vor der Tür, die Schaufenster funkeln, und
die Schnäppchen locken – Becky ist im Glück!
Doch dann beauftragt Mama Bloomwood sie
plötzlich, das Weihnachtsfest zu organisieren,
und vorbei ist es mit der Besinnlichkeit: Jess
möchte veganen Truthahn, und das perfekte
Geschenk für ihren Mann Luke gibt es nur in
einem exklusiven Gentlemen's Club, der Frauen
den Zutritt verwehrt. Als auch noch Craig,
Beckys alte Flamme und inzwischen cooler
Musiker, nach Letherby zieht, ist das Chaos
perfekt ...
An Act of Love Jan 06 2021 A happy family is
forced to confront a shocking secret with the
power to pull them apart in this riveting novel
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

from New York Times bestselling author Nancy
Thayer. Now available for the first time as an
eBook! In their modest farmhouse in rural New
England, Owen and Linda McFarland feel that
they’ve found a little slice of heaven. Both
previously divorced, they now have a second
chance at a happy home with his son, Bruce, and
her daughter, Emily. While the transition wasn’t
easy, Linda and Owen hope the newly blended
family has put their troubles behind them. But
they are mistaken. Bruce, seventeen, and Emily,
fifteen, are enrolled together in an elite
Massachusetts boarding school when bright,
extroverted Emily attempts suicide, shocking the
entire family. In recovery at the hospital, she
makes a horrifying accusation that threatens to
destroy the idyllic life Linda and Owen have
worked so hard to build. With illusions laid bare,
loyalties are tested and a family must learn to
start anew. Includes a captivating preview of
Nancy Thayer’s upcoming novel Nantucket
Sisters! Praise for the novels of Nancy Thayer
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“The queen of beach books.”—The Star-Ledger
“Thayer has a deep and masterly understanding
of love and friendship, of where the two
complement and where they collide.”—Elin
Hilderbrand “Thayer’s gift for reaching the
emotional core of her characters [is]
captivating.”—Houston Chronicle “One of my
favorite writers.”—Susan Wiggs “Thayer
portrays beautifully the small moments, inside
stories and shared histories that build
families.”—The Miami Herald “Thayer’s sense of
place is powerful, and her words are hung
together the way my grandmother used to tat
lace.”—Dorothea Benton Frank
The Shortest Way Home Feb 25 2020 A NOVEL
FULL OF HUMOR AND HOPE FOR FINDING
YOURSELF WHERE YOU LEAST EXPECTED
Sean has spent twenty years in Third World war
zones and natural disaster areas, fully
embracing what he’d always felt was his life’s
mission. But when burnout sets in, Sean is
reluctantly drawn home to Belham,
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

Massachusetts, the setting of Fay’s much-loved
Shelter Me. There, he discovers that his steely
aunt, overly dramatic sister, and quirky nephew
are having a little natural disaster of their own.
When he reconnects with a woman from his
past, Sean has to wonder if the bonds of love and
loyalty might just rewrite his destiny. Completely
relatable, The Shortest Way Home is another
perfect serving of a slice of life from the
irresistible Fay. Winner of the Library Journal
Award for Best Women's Fiction
Nantucket Sisters Sep 26 2022 NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • Look for special features inside.
Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for
author chats and more. Friendship takes center
stage in New York Times bestselling author
Nancy Thayer’s captivating, emotionally charged
novel featuring all the tenderness and wit,
drama and romance that readers have come to
expect from this insightful, much-loved writer.
When they meet as girls on a beach in
Nantucket, Maggie McIntyre and Emily Porter
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become fast friends—though Emily’s well-heeled
mother would prefer that she associate with the
upscale daughters of bankers and statesmen
rather than the child of a local seamstress. But
the two lively, imaginative girls nevertheless
spend many golden summers together building
castles in the sand, creating magical worlds of
their own, and forging grand plans for their
future. Even as Emily falls for Maggie’s brother,
Ben, and the young women’s paths diverge, the
duo remain close friends. Then the unthinkable
happens: Handsome, charismatic, charming, and
incredibly sexy Wall Street trader Cameron
Chadwick upends both their lives and disrupts
their friendship. Struggling with the tough
choices they must make and the secrets they
must keep, the two young women discover that
the road to love and fulfillment is full of bumps
and twists. And while true love may be rare,
Maggie and Emily find that friendship is even
rarer—and more valuable still. Praise for
Nantucket Sisters “Thayer obviously knows her
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

Nantucket, and the strong sense of place makes
this the perfect escapist book for the summer,
particularly for fans of Elin
Hilderbrand.”—Booklist “Thayer keeps readers
on the edge of their seats with her dramatic
story spanning the girls’ childhood to adulthood.
This wonderful beach read packs a
punch.”—Library Journal Praise for Nancy
Thayer Beachcombers “Thayer’s sense of place
is powerful, and her words are hung together
the way my grandmother used to tat
lace.”—Dorothea Benton Frank “A charming and
fun summer read . . . Readers will love this story
of family and love.”—The Plain Dealer Summer
Breeze “Nancy Thayer is the queen of beach
books. . . . All [these characters] are involved in
life-changing choices, with all the heartwrenching decisions such moments
demand.”—The Star-Ledger “An entertaining
and lively read that is perfect for summer
reading indulgence.”—Wichita Falls Times
Record News Island Girls “A book to be savored
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and passed on to the good women in your
life.”—Susan Wiggs “Full of emotion and just
plain fun, this novel is delightful.”—Romance
Reviews Today
Summer Breeze May 22 2022 Three women
forge a unique bond one sun-drenched summer
on New England's Dragonfly Lake.
Der geheime Schwimmclub Jun 18 2019 Vier
Freundinnen, ein geheimer Schwimmclub und
eine Insel, die zum Träumen einlädt Sie waren
jung, als sie ihren geheimen Schwimmclub auf
der verwunschenen Insel Talisa gründeten:
Josephine, Millie, Ruth und Varina. In den
langen Sommernächten gingen sie nachts
schwimmen, vertrauten einander ihre
Geheimnisse und Lebenswünsche an – bis ein
schicksalhaftes Ereignis die Frauen trennte.
Jetzt, viele Jahrzehnte später, ist Josephine
schwer erkrankt, und sie möchte ihre
Freundinnen unbedingt noch einmal
wiedersehen. Also beauftragt sie die junge,
alleinerziehende Anwältin Brooke, sie zu finden
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

und nach Talisa zu bringen, um dann das Rätsel
von damals zu lösen.
Three Women at the Water's Edge Feb 07
2021 Now available for the first time as an
eBook, this classic novel by New York Times
bestselling author Nancy Thayer deftly and
movingly explores the ebb and flow of love,
fulfillment, and change for a mother and her two
grown daughters. Margaret Wallace is a woman
transformed. After thirty years of marriage and
living in a small Iowa town, Margaret has
divorced and relocated to Vancouver. While once
she was the quintessential housewife and
community caregiver, she now relishes the
delicious freedom of being beholden to no one
but herself. Her days are spent as she chooses,
her mind continually occupied and expanding.
But her sudden, dramatic change mystifies her
two daughters, who need her now more than
ever. Margaret’s elder daughter, Daisy, with two
kids and another on the way, is content to be
absorbed in the daily domestic tasks and
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maternal love that her children need. So when
her husband demands a divorce, Daisy is
devastated and adrift, stunned to find herself a
single parent. Daisy’s younger sister, Dale, is
freshly back from Europe, living and teaching in
coastal Maine. She has suddenly, passionately
fallen in love—but is terrified that the budding
romance could end just as suddenly as her
mother’s and sister’s have. As these three
women face dramatic changes, their own
relationships with each other will be challenged
and reborn as they navigate uncharted waters.
Includes a captivating preview of Nancy
Thayer’s upcoming novel Nantucket Sisters!
Praise for the novels of Nancy Thayer “The
queen of beach books.”—The Star-Ledger
“Thayer has a deep and masterly understanding
of love and friendship, of where the two
complement and where they collide.”—Elin
Hilderbrand “Thayer’s gift for reaching the
emotional core of her characters [is]
captivating.”—Houston Chronicle “One of my
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

favorite writers.”—Susan Wiggs “Thayer
portrays beautifully the small moments, inside
stories and shared histories that build
families.”—The Miami Herald “Thayer’s sense of
place is powerful, and her words are hung
together the way my grandmother used to tat
lace.”—Dorothea Benton Frank
Summer Breeze Oct 27 2022 New York Times
bestseller Nancy Thayer tells a captivating story
of unlikely friendship during a summer on New
England's Dragonfly Lake. For readers who love
Santa Montefiore and Barbara Delinsky. Thirtyyear-old Morgan O'Keefe is ready for a change.
Though she loves many things about raising her
young son at home, she longs to return to her
career as a scientist. Artist Natalie Reynolds is
thrilled to escape New York and house-sit for her
aunt on Dragonfly Lake. Especially when a
handsome neighbour turns out to be her
unexpected rescuer... Bella Barnaby must return
home to support her family while her mother
recovers from an accident. While a handsome
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architect has designs on her, Bella harbours
long-held dreams of her own. Three women,
each at their own crossroads. As their paths
intertwine, it's clear Dragonfly Lake has much in
store that will take them to the most unexpected
of places.
A Nantucket Christmas Sep 02 2020 New York
Times bestseller Nancy Thayer returns with a
captivating family Christmas tale. For readers
who love Santa Montefiore and Barbara
Delinsky. Holidays on Nantucket Island are
nothing short of enchanting, from decorations on
the Brant Point lighthouse to the yearly
Christmas Stroll, there is much to make the
winter months magical. Newly married Nicole
Somerset can't wait to spend her first festive
season on Nantucket with her husband,
handsome former attorney Sebastian. But the
mood is quickly tempered when Sebastian's
daughter, Kennedy, returns for the holidays
without a hint of cheer. Determined to keep
Nicole at arm's length - or, better yet, out of the
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

picture altogether - she schemes to sabotage
everything. But Nicole is not about to let anyone
tarnish her first Christmas with her new family...
Can she turn things around before it's too late?
The Stolen Chalice Aug 01 2020 When
valuable pieces of Egyptian art are stolen from
both public institutions and private homes
during an attempted terrorist attack in New
York City, archaeologist John Sinclair and his
partner, Cordelia Stapleton, embark on a
dangerous international search for a legendary
artifact.
Zwischen Liebe und Lüge Mar 08 2021
Happy Any Day Now Jun 30 2020 Every five
years my mother had her fortune read by Lulu
Cho, owner of the Golden Lotus Massage Club
for Men. Now it was my turn. And Lulu predicted
one hurricane of a future for me! Judith Soo Jin
Raphael’s childhood was shaped by her
hardworking immigrant mother, her father who
left them, and her struggles to fit in as a halfKorean, half-Jewish kid in a tough urban
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neighborhood. But music lessons gave her a
purpose and passion. Now, as Judith’s fiftieth
birthday nears, she has rewarding work as a
cellist with the Maryland Philharmonic, an
enthusiastic if uncommitted lover, and a quirky
but close relationship with her mother. Then
chaos strikes: Judith’s first love, who dumped
her decades ago, returns to dazzle her with his
golden pedigree and brilliant career. Her longabsent father arrives out of the blue with a
snazzy car and a con man’s patter, turning her
mother into a love-struck flirt whom Judith
barely recognizes. All this while her mentor at
the orchestra falls seriously ill. No wonder Judith
develops a paralyzing case of stage fright. Judith
finds herself feeling—and sometimes
acting—slightly unhinged, but she’s convinced
that happiness will arrive any day now. She’s
just got to hold on tight during this midlife
shake-up...and claim the prize that life surely
has in store for her. CONVERSATION GUIDE
INCLUDED
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

Heat Wave Jan 18 2022 New York Times
bestseller Nancy Thayer tells a deeply moving
tale of a life unravelled and of learning to live
and love again. For fans of Santa Montefiore and
Barbara Delinsky. Carley Winsted never
expected her world could change so much in just
one moment. Now, after her husband's sudden
death, she is bravely putting her life back
together one piece at a time. Determined to keep
her daughters in their beloved Nantucket home,
she transforms their historic house into a bed
and breakfast. But not everyone is supportive least of all her mother-in-law. And when a friend
convinces Carley to keep a secret that, if
revealed, could shatter the lives of those around
her, will the pressure become too much? As
Carley strives to move forward amid the
intensity of a summer heat wave, she will soon
discover that a world of opportunities awaits,
and that with every ending comes a new
beginning.
Nantucket Sisters May 30 2020 The irresistible
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summer read from the New York Times
bestseller. When Maggie and Emily first meet as
young girls on a Nantucket beach they
immediately become friends, spending many
happy summers together. Now in their twenties,
Emily has almost finished her studies, while
Maggie is pursuing her dream of being a writer.
When the charismatic Cameron Chadwick bursts
onto the scene, their lives are upended in ways
they never could have imagined. As Maggie and
Emily fall under the spell of the charming
newcomer, their friendship soon feels a long way
from the idyllic, care-free days of their
childhood. Life-altering decisions must be made.
And at the heart of it all, both women must
struggle to face the choices they make, the
secrets they keep, and the futures they dream of.
Can their friendship survive the tests that lie
ahead?
All the Days of Summer Apr 28 2020 The next
inspiring novel from New York Times bestselling
author Nancy Thayer
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

Let It Snow Aug 21 2019 COMING SOON AS
THE HALLMARK CHRISTMAS MOVIE
NANTUCKET NOEL A Nantucket shopkeeper
discovers that Christmas is the perfect occasion
to make unexpected friendships . . . to warm the
coldest of hearts—and maybe even find love.
Christina Antonioni is preparing for the holidays
at her Nantucket toy shop, unpacking lastminute shipments and decorating for her loyal
Christmas shoppers. But when her Scrooge of a
landlord, Oscar Bittlesman, raises her rent, it
seems nearly impossible for Christina to
continue business on the wharf. Even so,
Christina hopes there is a warm heart
underneath Oscar’s steely exterior. When she
bonds with Wink, his sweet, young
granddaughter who frequents the shop, it
becomes clear that perhaps he isn’t so cold after
all. And with the help of Wink’s uncle, who
happens to be a charming and very handsome
bachelor, this may be the best Christmas any of
them could have ever imagined. Nancy Thayer’s
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enchanting Nantucket setting provides the
perfect backdrop for this holiday love story.
The Island House Dec 25 2019 New York Times
bestselling author Nancy Thayer evokes the
shimmering seascape of Nantucket in a
delightful novel that resonates with the
heartache and hope of growing up, growing
wise, and the bittersweet choices we must be
brave enough to make. Courtney Hendricks will
never forget the magical summers she spent on
Nantucket with her college roommate, Robin
Vickerey, and Robin’s charismatic, turbulent,
larger-than-life family, in their gorgeous island
house. Now a college English professor in
Kansas City, Courtney is determined to
experience one more summer in this sun-swept
paradise. Her reason for going is personal:
Courtney needs to know whether Robin’s
brother James shares the feelings she’s secretly
had for him. Time with the Vickerey family
always involves love and laughter, and this
season is no different. Vivacious matriarch
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

Susanna Vickerey is celebrating her sixtieth
birthday, but beneath the merriment, trouble is
brewing. The family patriarch, Dr. Alastair
Vickerey, is quiet and detached, while unspoken
tension looms over oldest son Henry, a respected
young surgeon. Warm and witty Robin, the most
grounded of the siblings, is keeping a secret
from her parents. Iris, the colorful baby of the
brood, remains rudderless and in need of
guidance. And the sexy, stunningly handsome,
untouchable James—to Courtney’s dismay—may
be in love with a beautiful and vibrant local
artist. As the summer unfolds, a crisis escalates,
surprising truths are revealed, and Courtney will
at last find out where her heart and her future
lie. Weaving the trials and uncertainty of real life
into a tapestry of passion, hope, and courage,
The Island House is a beautifully told story about
the ties that bind us—and how the blessings of
love and family heal us in ways we never dream
possible. Praise for The Island House “Thayer’s
latest should be filed under a Best Beach Reads
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of 2016 list. . . . The characters are complex and
their struggles and concerns feel real. . . .
Thayer has a really wonderful ability to
showcase the meaning of family.”—RT Reviews
“A perfect book to read while sticking your toes
in the sand this summer!”—Bookish Devices “A
touching story about friendship, family, and the
uncertainty of love.”—Bustle Praise for Nancy
Thayer The Guest Cottage “A sweet book with
romance, laughter, and love after loss . . .
Thayer knows her Nantucket history, and it
shines in this book.”—RT Book Reviews “It’s a
pleasant escape to a state of mind in which
rebuilding a life is as simple as pitching an
umbrella and spreading out a towel.”—Kirkus
Reviews Nantucket Sisters “Thayer obviously
knows her Nantucket, and the strong sense of
place makes this the perfect escapist book for
the summer, particularly for fans of Elin
Hilderbrand.”—Booklist “Thayer keeps readers
on the edge of their seats with her dramatic
story spanning the girls’ childhood to adulthood.
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

This wonderful beach read packs a
punch.”—Library Journal Island Girls “A book to
be savored and passed on to the good women in
your life.”—Susan Wiggs “Full of emotion and
just plain fun, this novel is
delightful.”—Romance Reviews Today
Summer Love Jul 20 2019 Old secrets come to
light when four friends gather on Nantucket for
a life-changing reunion in this heartwarming
novel of love and self-discovery by New York
Times bestselling author Nancy Thayer. When
four strangers rent bargain-basement rooms in
an old hotel near the beach, they embark on the
summer of their lives. First there’s Ariel
Spencer, who has big dreams of becoming a
writer and is looking for inspiration in
Nantucket’s high society. Her new friend Sheila
Murphy is a good Catholic girl from Ohio whose
desire for adventure is often shadowed by her
apprehension. Then there’s small-town
Missourian Wyatt Smith, who’s immediately
taken with Ariel. The last of the four, Nick
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Volkov, is looking to make a name for himself
and have a blast along the way. Despite their
differences, the four bond over trips to the
beach, Wednesday-night dinners, and everything
that Nantucket has to offer. But venturing out on
their own for the first time, with all its adventure
and risks, could change the course of their lives.
Twenty-six years after that amazing summer,
Ariel, Sheila, Wyatt, and Nick reunite at the
hotel where they first met. Now it’s called The
Lighthouse and Nick owns the entire operation
with his wife and daughter. Ariel and Wyatt,
married for decades, arrive with their son, and
Sheila’s back too, with her daughter by her side.
Life hasn’t exactly worked out the way they had
all hoped. Ariel’s dreams have since faded and
been pushed aside, but she’s determined to
rediscover the passion she once had. Nick has
the money and reputation of a successful
businessman, but is it everything he had hoped
for? And Sheila has never been able to shake the
secret she’s kept since that summer. Being back
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

together again will mean confronting the past
and finding themselves. Meanwhile, the next
generation discovers Nantucket: Their children
explore the island together, experiencing love
and heartbreak and forging lifelong bonds, just
as their parents did all those years ago. It’s sure
to be one unforgettable reunion. This delightful
novel from beloved storyteller Nancy Thayer
explores the potential of dreams and the beauty
of friendship.
Girls of Summer Aug 13 2021 One lifechanging summer on Nantucket brings about
exhilarating revelations for a single mother and
her two grown children in this sensational novel
from New York Times bestselling author Nancy
Thayer. “Wholesome and hopelessly
romantic.”—Kirkus Reviews Lisa Hawley is
perfectly satisfied living on her own. Having fully
recovered from a brutal divorce nearly two
decades earlier, she has successfully raised her
kids, Juliet and Theo, seeing them off to college
and beyond. As the owner of a popular boutique
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on Nantucket, she’s built a fulfilling life for
herself on the island where she grew up. With
her beloved house in desperate need of repair,
Lisa calls on Mack Whitney, a friendly—and very
handsome—local contractor and fellow single
parent, to do the work. The two begin to grow
close, and Lisa is stunned to realize that she
might be willing to open up again after all . . .
despite the fact that Mack is ten years her
junior. Juliet and Theo worry that Mack will only
break their mother’s heart—and they can’t bear
to see her hurt again. Both stuck in ruts of their
own, they each hope that a summer on
Nantucket will provide them with the clarity
they’ve been searching for. When handsome
entrepreneur Ryder Hastings moves to the
island to expand his environmental nonprofit,
Juliet, an MIT-educated web designer, feels an
immediate attraction, one her rocky love life
history pushes her to deny at first. Meanwhile,
free spirit Theo finds his California bliss comes
to a brutal halt when a surfing injury forces him
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

back to the East Coast. Upon his return, he has
eyes only for Mack’s daughter, Beth, to whom he
is bound by an unspeakable tragedy from high
school. Can they overcome their past? As the
season unfolds, a storm threatens to shatter the
peace of the golden island, forcing Lisa, Juliet,
and Theo to decide whether their summer
romances are destined for something more
profound. Nancy Thayer dazzles again in this
delightful tale of family, a reminder that
sometimes, finding our way back home can bring
us unexpected gifts.
Secrets in Summer Jan 26 2020 “The queen of
beach books” (The Star-Ledger) returns to the
shores of Nantucket in a novel about one
memorable summer when flirtations flourish,
family dramas play out, and scandalous secrets
surface. NAMED ONE OF TEN BEST SUMMER
BOOKS TO READ ON THE BEACH BY
SMARTERTRAVEL Memorial Day weekend
means that seasonal visitors have descended on
the glamorous island of Nantucket. For year-
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round resident Darcy Cotterill, it means latenight stargazing in the backyard of the beautiful
house she grew up in and inherited from her
beloved grandmother. It’s also Darcy’s chance to
hit the beach and meet her new summertime
neighbors. But the last person the thirty-year-old
librarian expects to see staying next door is her
ex-husband, Boyz, along with his wife, Autumn,
and stepdaughter, Willow. Darcy must also
navigate the highs and lows of a new romantic
relationship with local carpenter Nash Forester
even as she becomes smitten with handsome
vacationer Clive Rush, a musicologist in town to
write a book and visit family. And she finds
herself pulled into the concerns of Boyz,
Autumn, a charming elderly neighbor, and an atrisk teen. As the season nears its end, Darcy
must decide her next move: retreating to the
comforts of her steady and secure island life, or
risking it all for a chance at true happiness.
Praise for Secrets in Summer “Full of rich
details about life on Nantucket, this breezy tale
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

is at once nostalgic and hopeful. . . . The story is
filled with sweet moments of unlikely female
connections. An easily digestible, warmhearted
tale of eye-opening friendships.”—Kirkus
Reviews “[Nancy] Thayer’s latest is a lovely and
heartwarming contemporary read with its blend
of humor and emotion set against the beautiful
backdrop of Nantucket Island. Her well-crafted
plot is infused with warmth and heartfelt, tender
moments. Darcy is a strong, independent yet
vulnerable heroine who will appeal to readers.
Thayer’s engaging storytelling and authentic,
endearing characters will keep readers turning
the pages.”—RT Book Reviews “Thayer’s
beachside novel brims with themes that
women’s-fiction readers love, and the plot skims
important issues—infidelity, fear of commitment,
grief—while maintaining its focus on Darcy’s
personal growth and the intergenerational
friendship between the four women.”—Booklist
(starred review)
Surfside Sisters Oct 15 2021 NEW YORK
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TIMES BESTSELLER • A Nantucket woman
returns home to find that reunions aren’t always
simple, in this heartwarming novel from the New
York Times bestselling author of A Nantucket
Wedding and Secrets in Summer. “Fans of Elin
Hilderbrand . . . should add Surfside Sisters to
their beach bag.”—Booklist Keely Green always
dreamed of leaving the beautiful shores of
Nantucket to become a writer. Now she’s a
bestselling novelist living in New York City,
attending glamorous cocktail parties and
mingling with the literary elite. Keely is also
dating a charming, perfectly fine pediatric
surgeon who looks good on paper but isn’t “the
one.” She just can’t bear to break it off—until he
declares his desire to settle down. Then Keely’s
editor rejects her latest novel. With her personal
and professional lives suddenly in shambles,
Keely longs for the soothing island way of life.
Growing up, Keely and her best friend, Isabelle,
were inseparable. Nothing could come between
them—except, as it turned out, Keely’s high
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

school boyfriend, Tommy. Returning home would
mean facing Isabelle’s bitter betrayal and seeing
for herself the family Tommy and Isabelle have
created, the life that might have been Keely’s.
But when Keely’s mother falls into a deep
depression, Keely knows what she must do, even
though she is reluctant to face her estranged
friend. And encountering Isabelle’s older
brother, Sebastian—Keely’s longtime
crush—only complicates things. In one
incredible summer, Keely must confront the
mistakes of the past if she has any chance of
finding true happiness in the place she will
always call home. Nancy Thayer shines yet again
in this uplifting tale of forgiveness and selfdiscovery. Praise for Surfside Sisters “Readers
who appreciate a busy, uplifting tale of
friendship and romance will enjoy spending time
on Thayer's Nantucket.”—Publishers Weekly “An
engaging tale about how childhood expectations
can be transformed on the journey through
adulthood.”—Kirkus Reviews
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Everlasting Feb 19 2022 From New York Times
bestselling author Nancy Thayer comes a
dazzling portrait of a young woman whose
passion and ambition drive her to a fateful
choice. Now available for the first time as an
eBook! Catherine Eliot was born to a world of
privilege and prestige, with a family whose last
name and vast fortune provide her with access
to almost anything she could wish for. But what
Catherine craves most is independence. So while
her friends settle into comfortable lives financed
by doting parents and indulgent husbands, she
moves to New York City, determined to make it
on her own. Taking a demanding job in a
bustling flower shop, she works hard and learns
the trade until, with courage and determination,
she’s able to open Blooms, an exclusive floral
boutique on the fashionable Upper East Side.
Jetting from Manhattan’s flower district to
elegant East Hampton, from England’s gorgeous
countryside to Holland’s world-famous flower
auctions, Catherine is at the height of her
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

career. But before she can bask in her hard-won
success, her brother’s desperate actions
endanger her business. Meanwhile, while
romanced by a charming Boston lawyer who
whisks her off to Paris, Catherine also finds
herself powerfully drawn to a secretive foreigner
who takes her breath away. The question
remains whether Catherine can confront her
own demons to achieve the life she’s long
desired. Includes a captivating preview of Nancy
Thayer’s upcoming novel Nantucket Sisters!
Praise for the novels of Nancy Thayer “The
queen of beach books.”—The Star-Ledger
“Thayer has a deep and masterly understanding
of love and friendship, of where the two
complement and where they collide.”—Elin
Hilderbrand “Thayer’s gift for reaching the
emotional core of her characters [is]
captivating.”—Houston Chronicle “One of my
favorite writers.”—Susan Wiggs “Thayer
portrays beautifully the small moments, inside
stories and shared histories that build
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families.”—The Miami Herald “Thayer’s sense of
place is powerful, and her words are hung
together the way my grandmother used to tat
lace.”—Dorothea Benton Frank
Die Geschichte meines Lebens Oct 23 2019
Custody Nov 04 2020 A secret in a woman’s
past returns to change her life forever in this
riveting novel from New York Times bestselling
author Nancy Thayer. Now available for the first
time as an eBook! Ambitious, brilliant, and
engaged to a wonderful guy, Kelly MacLeod
feels like her dreams are coming true when she
lands a prestigious appointment as a judge in
the Massachusetts Family Court. A passionate
advocate on behalf of children of divorce, she
can at long last put her fierce intellect to good
use in the courtroom. But a chance meeting with
a charismatic man forever changes Kelly’s life.
Randall Madison is a successful doctor locked in
a custody battle with his soon-to-be ex-wife. The
two are soon swept into a passionate affair. But
then Kelly realizes that a secret ties her
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

inextricably to Randall’s case, and she finds
herself torn between her moral judgment and
her deepest desires. Includes a captivating
preview of Nancy Thayer’s upcoming novel
Nantucket Sisters! Praise for the novels of
Nancy Thayer “The queen of beach books.”—The
Star-Ledger “Thayer has a deep and masterly
understanding of love and friendship, of where
the two complement and where they
collide.”—Elin Hilderbrand “Thayer’s gift for
reaching the emotional core of her characters
[is] captivating.”—Houston Chronicle “One of my
favorite writers.”—Susan Wiggs “Thayer
portrays beautifully the small moments, inside
stories and shared histories that build
families.”—The Miami Herald “Thayer’s sense of
place is powerful, and her words are hung
together the way my grandmother used to tat
lace.”—Dorothea Benton Frank
Family Reunion Sep 14 2021 A longtime
Nantucket resident is trying to make the best of
a lonely summer. Her spirited granddaughter is
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learning what she wants out of life.
Unforgettable surprises await them both in this
magical, multigenerational novel from New York
Times bestselling author Nancy Thayer.
“Readers come to Nancy Thayer novels for the
idyllic Nantucket beaches and lifestyle, but they
stay for the characters.”—Mary Alice Monroe
Eleanor Sunderland loves living on Nantucket in
a gorgeous cliffside home that has been in her
family for decades. Yet this year she can’t help
but feel a bit isolated, even as the island comes
alive with summer travelers. Her best friend has
skipped town, leaving Eleanor lonely and feeling
nostalgic about her family’s weekend trips to the
island, made less frequently in the years since
her husband’s passing. Now her money-driven
children complain and beg her to sell her
beloved home for a steep payout. Hoping to kick
the season off on a good note, Eleanor decides
her seventieth birthday may be the perfect
occasion for a much-needed reunion. Fresh from
her college graduation, Eleanor’s
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

granddaughter, Ari, has just ended an
engagement. She longs for a change of scenery
and to escape from her parents’ snobbish
expectations. Taking advantage of her newfound
freedom, she heads to Nantucket to clear her
head before graduate school, moving in with her
grandmother and taking a job at the local beach
camp. As she watches Eleanor begin to form a
bond with an old acquaintance, Ari herself
becomes smitten with a friend’s charming older
brother. But just as grandmother and
granddaughter fall into a carefree routine, a few
shocking discoveries throw them off course.
Eleanor and Ari learn to lean on each other
through every new challenge they face in life
and love, in this tale filled with Nancy Thayer’s
signature Nantucket magic. “Nancy Thayer’s
Family Reunion is a wonderful slice of
life.”—New York Times bestselling author
Brenda Novak
Island Girls Nov 16 2021 New York Times
bestseller Nancy Thayer returns to her beloved
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Nantucket in this moving, entertaining tale of
three sisters reunited. Perfect for readers of
Santa Montefiore and Barbara Delinsky. When
charming ladies' man Rory Randall dies, he
leaves one last trick behind. If his three
daughters - from three marriages - hope to
inherit their Nantucket family home, they must
spend a summer living in it...together. But can
the sisters put years of tension and
misunderstanding behind them? TV presenter
Arden hasn't returned to the Island since she
was a teenager; college professor Meg just
wants to get on with her writing; and secretive
Jenny is grappling with questions about her
identity. As the three women discover newfound
sisterhood, there are challenges still to come.
And when a visitor drops by to deliver shocking
news, the past comes back with a vengeance.
Can the Randall sisters finally learn to forgive,
and move on once and for all?
A Nantucket Wedding Jul 12 2021 Wedding bells
are ringing—and a widowed mother of two hopes
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

the occasion will reunite her daughters in this
captivating novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Island House and
Secrets in Summer. “A delightful beach-town
tale about family relationships and second
chances.”—Kirkus Reviews A few years after
losing her beloved husband, Alison is doing
something she never thought she would do
again: getting married. While placing the
finishing touches on her summer nuptials, Alison
is anxious to introduce her fiancé, David, to her
grown daughters: Felicity, a worried married
mother of two, and Jane, also married but
focused on her career. The sisters have a
somewhat distant relationship and Alison hopes
that the wedding and the weeks leading up to
the ceremony will give the siblings a chance to
reconnect, as well as meet and get to know
David’s grown children. As the summer
progresses, it is anything but smooth sailing.
Felicity stumbles upon a terrible secret that
could shatter her carefully cultivated world. Jane
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finds herself under the spell of her soon-to-be
stepbrother, Ethan, who is as charming as he is
mysterious. And even Alison is surprised (and
slightly alarmed) by her new blended family.
Revelations, intrigue, resentments—as the Big
Day approaches, will the promise of bliss be a
bust? Against the gorgeous backdrop of the
sunswept island of Nantucket, Nancy Thayer
sets the stage for a walk down the aisle no one
will ever forget. Praise for A Nantucket Wedding
“[Nancy] Thayer’s latest Nantucket confection
does not disappoint. . . . [A Nantucket Wedding]
is a Nancy Meyers film in book form and should
be recommended accordingly.”—Booklist
“Thayer proves once again that she is a master
of the perfect beach read. . . . A Nantucket
Wedding is a compelling drama . . . in an idyllic
Nantucket setting. With strong characters with
real, relatable problems, fans will no doubt enjoy
her latest and want to add it to their reading
collection.”—RT Book Reviews
The Guest Cottage Jun 23 2022 Sometimes a
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

fresh start is all it takes... When Sophie
Anderson's husband leaves her, her world
crumbles instantly. On impulse, she rents a
cottage on Nantucket Island with her children
for a family holiday, minus one. Still raw after
his wife's death, Trevor Black is learning how to
be a single parent to five-year-old Leo. Hoping a
quiet trip to Nantucket will help him reconnect
with his son, he leases a house for the summer.
Plans run awry when Sophie and Trevor discover
they've rented the same place. They agree to
share the house but, as summer unfolds, it
becomes clear that the guest cottage might not
be all they want to share... Is it too soon for love
to bloom?
Die Sommerfrauen Apr 21 2022 "Dieser
Roman ist wie der schönste Tag am Strand – er
soll nie zu Ende gehen!" Susan Elizabeth
PhillipsEllis, Dorie und Julia sind
grundverschieden und beste Freundinnen, seit
sie denken können. Jetzt haben sie endlich
einmal den ganzen Sommer Zeit füreinander:
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vier Wochen lang, in einem Ferienhaus direkt
am Meer mit Sonne satt – ein Urlaub zum
Träumen. Doch alle drei haben ihre
Geheimnisse: Ellis hat ihren Job verloren, Dorie
hat ihren Mann verlassen und Julia hat Angst,
ihrer großen Liebe das Ja-Wort zu geben.Ty
Bazemore wohnt nebenan, außerdem gehört ihm
das schöne Ferienhaus – doch das verrät er den
Frauen nicht. Als er Ellis trifft, fühlt Ty sich
sofort zu ihr hingezogen. Gibt er seinen
Gefühlen nach, auch wenn er damit alles auf's
Spiel setzt?Und dann ist da noch Madison, eine
Frau auf der Flucht vor ihrem alten Leben: Alles
was sie jetzt braucht sind ein gutes Versteck,
eine neue Identität und möglichst keine Fragen.
Können ihr die drei Freundinnen helfen?Vier
Wochen im Sommer, drei Freundinnen und ein
Traumhaus am Strand: die perfekte
Sommerlektüre – Meeresrauschen inklusive!
Hot Flash Holidays Nov 23 2019 The intrepid
women of The Hot Flash Club are back for the
holidays, soothing jingled nerves and stressed
summer-breeze-nancy-thayer

shoppers in their exclusive spa and celebrating
the joys of the season. In her witty and
delightfully wisecracking prose, Nancy Thayer
tells a heartwarming tale packed with fun,
secrets, romance–and an ample dose of good
cheer. When the Hot Flash friends gather at the
spa to trim the Christmas tree, they share
steaming mugs of hot chocolate, a few laughs,
and a vow to make this holiday one to
remember. And it is–but not in the cheerful, hoho-ho way they expected. Instead, Christmas
brings family conflicts, household accidents,
plane delays–and that’s just the beginning. After
a hazardous holiday season, the women make
resolutions that they intend to keep . . . in a
perfect world. But life–and their friends and
relatives–cause complications. Shirley lends
financial support to her boyfriend’s schemes,
which infuriates Alice, whose own son commits
an act she’s not sure she can accept. Marilyn
travels to Scotland and falls in love, but her
octogenarian mother needs her at home. And
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when Polly and Faye find themselves pitted
against each other by a younger woman, an they
overcome this clash to make a new,
entrepreneurial dream come true? Then real
disaster strikes, bringing new challenges and
surprising revelations. Just as every month of
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the year throws new problems at us all, so too
does the end of the year give us the chance to
reunite and put these problems into their proper
perspective. And when the Hot Flash Five get
together for the holidays, we should expect
nothing less than the unexpected.
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